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City of Sharing is a participatory tool in the form of a board game used
to share knowledge of how an urban block could be developed by its
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expert knowledge like an Architect, urban planner, and design student
etc. Played with community participants, the results and ideas discussed
can be used as the basis of design briefs and real world proposals for the
community.
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live, involvement in the spaces they inhabit is a good starting point. “ 		
				
(Blundell-Jones, Petrescu, & Till, 2005)
The initial version of this has been developed and is site specific to Milton
Street in Sheffield city centre. However, the game has been designed so
that it can be adapted for other sites around the world with the framework
potentially becoming available open source on a website.
This portfolio follows the process and reasoning that lead to the creation of
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Project time-line.

The project was developed as part of the MArch SHU Studio 4: Re-thinking the CLUB
(Community Lead Urban Block) project lead by Cristina Cerulli and Goran Vodicka.

This time-line shows the Studio’s progress with the blog clips relating to how this project developed alongside it. Blog
posts where made to record and share the projects progress and can be viewed here: https://studio4rethinkingtheclub.
wordpress.com/tag/jacob/
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A walk around the Milton Street block.

Fields notes refers to the process of making direct observations on the site throughout the
project using various method of recording and representation.
A circular walk around the streets that made up the block allowed for personal observations and impressions of it.
Recording these with notes and photos the feelings (purple), facts (blue) and ideas/questions (green) from it are
shown in this diagram.

FIELD NOTES
4

Existing actors.
Initially thoughts and feelings were noted and sketched. Existing users
of this quite sparsely (or at least transitionally used site) were sketched
along with a conversation with one of them and the histories of the site they
pointed out:
A smartly dressed young professional man scrambles up the steep bank to get to his car.
He’s come from the underpass and Moore St to the South East.
As shortest route into the car park, there is a track worn in and the fence has been broken.
Memory: J G Ballard’s Concrete Island (1974).
On the South corner of the site in a single story garage unit is a burger bar. ‘THAT’S THE
SPIRIT’ by Kid Acne run down its side. It appears defensive, closed from the outside. Inside
its all slick industrial finishes but no windows.
I talk to the owner. He’s lived in Broomhall all his life. They have been here for seven years
but have re-vamped the place a couple of years ago.
He’s excited to tell me about the area.
He reels off all the development plans for each of the blocks around the site. Students flats,
apartments, Stokes Tiles coming down… They are in a great position to take advantage of
it but he says they are fine with their regulars from his community anyway.
He takes me out and up to Milton Street.
“Have you seen the suicide note yet??…”
On the South West corner of the ‘Eye Witness’ works, one of the cornerstones has been
carefully carved with a long passage. I can’t make out the date or all the words but some of
the lines are from the Lords Prayer. Maybe a rubbing would reveal more.
Just round the corner, he shows me the metal door for the air raid shelter below the factory
now half buried by the pavement.
At the weekend at night, Milton Street becomes a taxi rank all the way down from the
Corporation Club. Mo says it’s a really dodgy area with lots of trouble and drug users. He’d
like to see some more things here for the community. He tells me to talk to TARA a Broomhill
community group.
A wonder at dusk
In a doorway at the back of the factory, I notice a sandbag that looks to be used as a seat.
The ‘drug users’?
When I came back round it was occupied. A tall gaunt, middle-aged white man sits staring
wide-eyed at the ground. As I approach I think about how to engage him. He briefly meets
my eyes with his cold and vacant stare and I walk on.
Is this the legacy of Sheffield’s industrial past?
Potential actors:
The young profession
The local business owner
The ‘drug user’
Can their opposing positions/communities/needs reconcile with a Community Led
Development? All men. Is the site avoided and perceived as too dangerous by Women?
What about the clubbers?
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A wider wander.

To get a feel of the wider context surrounding the site I took
a wider wander, a walk with some simple rules.
Starting on Milton Street I walked out of the area and took every right
turn I came across unless I came to one of the streets that made up
the Milton Street block. As with my initial impressions I recorded place,
feeling and ideas as I walked and took photos of points of interest.
These photos were later combined into a film with my thoughts
annotated onto them. These are the photos from the film.
6

Revisit.

Towards the end of the design process I revisited the site to get fresh insights and an had opportunity to view
the inside of the Eye witness Cutlery works.
It was being used for an art installation by Phlegm who created giants to occupy the space. Awkwardly folded into the spaces their
unexpected presence is a wonderful contrast in scale. However, the exhibit was funded and put on by the developers converting the
building and feels very much like Art washing to drive up interest and the value of their investment.
Another nice discovery was the pond formed in the abandoned foundations hidden behind the hoarding of one of the sites plots.
This visit allowed me to focus more on the materiality of the site. The quirky features and feel of the space should come across in the
board to give it more life and humour.
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Experiential: plan.

Working together Studio 4 defined four key areas of interest to map about
the site; history; planning; use/rs; and experiential and split into smaller
groups to research each.
Following on from the interactions with users on the site already exploring
this further made sense. Working with Red Wardle and Ayyub Sharif we
developed a plan to map experiential experiences of the site: existing
user’s thoughts and feelings on its past, present and future.
The initially lose plan was to set up on various points on the site with a table, key questions
with site plans and paper for people to sketch and note ideas on:
To gather experiential data from the users in and around the Milton Street site we are going
to create a pop-up ideas station and exhibition.
There will be a poster with questions to draw people in and spark ideas. A fold-out table
will form our workstation. On it, we will have cans with pens in and A3 paper with either a
section a map or a photo of the area for people to draw and write their ideas over while we
talk to them about the area.
When a page is complete we will photograph it and then hang it on the surrounding street
furniture to display.
We will stay in each spot for an hour or two before packing up and moving on to the next
one.

MAPPING

This plan rapidly evolved on site and between our first and second visits.
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Saturday 13th October 2pm – 5pm – Milton Street

Thursday 18th October 3pm – 5.30pm – Broomhall Street/Egerton Street

We set up in front of the Eyewitness building with paper-based activities for people to interact with.
WIND! Was our main issue so we spent a lot of time chasing paper down the road. The peg we’d brought and rocks
from the site came in handy.

We laser cut a model of the site and used string and pegs to map peoples routes through and experiences with the site
as we talked to them. These layered up and we will now combine their comments on the images.

However, despite this and the site appearing quiet, most people stopped and we spoke to nine people and recorded
our data with notes.

We started in the estate near the primary school on Broomhall Street and engaged with quite a few people but without
the site being visible it was hard to relate to it. So we moved to Egerton Street between the Estate and then later along
to the Prior’s car park at closing time. We engaged more people here but the majority of people just pass through the
site as part of their commute.

People were generally not interested in drawing so we wanted to simplify how we got them to interact with the site in a
way in which we could record map the information at the same time.

Experiential: process.

We carried out the on-site ideas station across two visits joined by Emma
Twyford from the studio on the second visit.
We had a lot of good conversations with people on the site on across the two visits but with
passers-by and weather difficulties our initial plans to get people drawing and making notes
on the site didn’t work.
Participants preferred just to talk to us. For the second visit we tried to simplify the mapping
interaction process with a site model and then ran string to plot the users routes ourselves.
This did work better, at least as a talking point and to locate what we were discussing.
On reflection, an initial engagement question, free conversation, then checking with them
that a few key points have been answered, maybe by tagging them on the map may be the
best way to carry out this type of research with passers-by. Asking to voice record at would
be easier than having to note everything by hand.
Mobile ideas station concept.

To take this further an interaction trolley with the site map built in and information displayed
would make the process easier and draw in more attention.
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Experiential: results.

Mapped data gathered from the interviews onto the site model. Showing
the regular routes the users take across the site with their purpose overlaid
with their thoughts and feelings about it.
Negative feeling in red; ideas and aspirations in green; positive thoughts and memories in
purple. The process led to some key insights about the site and has given a good overview
of the range of people and their feelings about it with lots of strong opinions. Generally more
community development and less developer led proposals are desired.
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Marketing drawing for the Needham, Veall and
Tyzack Ltd., Eye Witness Works, Milton Street, Cutlery
Manufacturers 1890’s. Now empty but grade 2 listed.

1960-79, Original housing opposite the Eyewitness
works demolished in the 1960s and later replaced with
a light industrial unit which has since been demolished
leaving scrub land used as a car park.

Scarborough Arms on the corner of
Evans Street is now a car park with
the remaining terrace houses and
Beehive works behind.

H. Aincough,1965. View up Thomas St. Garages and
The Sportsman Inn.
1960-79, Housing at the end of Milton Street (now
Priors warehouse) and the Scarborough Arms in the
background.

H. Aincough,1965. Milton Lane

Back of houses at the end of Beehive
works are the last remaining terraces
in the area and are grade 2 listed
currently student HMOs

1990/04. Milton Street, Eye Witness works. Back
to Back housing has been demolished and
replaced with light industrial unit and tower block
constructed in the background
1960-79, Housing on Evans Street demolished and
replaced with Priors warehouse

1960-79, John McClory and Sons, Cutlery Manufacturer
looking down Headford Street. The bank in the
background can be seen still remains on the other
side of the main road as Learn Direct offices.

Historical use/rs.

Past photos of the site from a local online archive and archaeological
reports from planning application give an insight into it history.
The area was initially fields on the edge of the town was first developed in the 19th century
with a brickworks then later laid out with streets with a number of cutlery works being built.
The rest of site then filled with back to back housing along with pubs and corner shops
to house the factory workers. Most of this housing was demolished in the 1960s as slum
clearance. Some replaced with more modern factory/office buildings of which a lot has also
been demolished leaving the many large empty plots currently used for car parks.

H. Aincough,1965. Milton Street. Back to back housing
still opposite Eyewitness Works along with corner
shops.

1960-79, John McClory and Sons, Cutlery
Manufacturers used to be opposite the Beehive works
between Milton Street and Headford Street. More back
to back housing in further along

This area is a clear example of how the rise and fall of the industrial revolution transformed
cities. First with quickly built basic housing to support the required boom in population.
Then as it started to decline and the deprivation of these ‘slums’ became an issue the
‘tabula rasa’ strategies of a modernist top down solution were employed. Flattening the
housing and moving the residents into newly constructed tower blocks with their own
problem nearby. Some of these towers still remain and can be seen in the background but
with the decline of industry in the city and lack of support inevitably a lot of these too have
been demolished.

1960-79, The Brunswick Hotel/Pub closed in 1964 off
the back of Cutlery works
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Residential

Student accommodation

Community/services

Commercial/offices
Light industrial

Car parks

Current use/rs.

The site is now predominantly empty buildings and plots turned into car
parks where former industry and housing has been flattened.
It site between the City centre to the South and East and the Broomhall
estate on the other side of the duel carriageway, Hanover Way, to the West.
At the North of the site is the low density Summerfield estate.
Some of the original light industry remains. Priors Marking Technology established in 1890
and expanded and the Beehive works is now being used for small business offices and
workshops. But the Eyewitness Works and the Stokes Tiles have been vacated in the last
decade in favour of lower cost premises further from the centre. There are some garages
and a few churches in 70/80s light industrial/office buildings.
Almost all the original housing was demolished as slum clearance in the 60s with the
residents moved into apartment blocks mainly in Broomhall.
Some student apartment blocks have been built. There is a Salvation Army shelter on
Fitzwilliam Street along with the NHS Substance Misuse Service at the Fitzwilliam Centre.
Most of the users on the site are just passing through with a large amount of commuters
parking here in the daytime. At night it is quite, except for weekends when the Corporation
club taxi rank extends up to the Eyewitness works. A lot of homeless people frequent the
area with most substance abusers in the city visiting the Fitzwilliam Centre daily for their
Methadone prescriptions.
The walls are filled with parking enforcement instructions and graffiti.
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Planned use/rs.

900+ student beds planned on the Stokes Tiles site planned for completion
2019-21 by Litton Property group for Fusion Students

Most of the empty buildings and car park plots around the site have planning
permission or proposals for massive student and residential developments
all by large commercial developers.
The transformation of the site will be vast and the spaces created driven by short term profit
motives. Lack of community participation in the design process is made apparent in one
planning document titled Feasibility and community consultation which doesn’t mention
community or consultation once in its 30 pages.
These dramatic changes might be financially beneficial to the city as a whole but what will
it do to the community?

Eyewitness works to be converted by Capita & Centric into high end
apartments and town-houses with a cafe/bar planning approved

Christ Church Central replacement building designed by Architype with
community participation received planning permission but lapsed. Funding?

372 residential apartments 4 to 27 storeys pending planning approval by City Estates
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What are community land trusts?

Community Land Trusts (CLT) are a way for communities actually led and develop their neighbourhood for themselves. They create perpetually affordable housing and community facilities managed and secured by a community controlled organisation. The housing can be for those in the
community who most need it. Each CLT establishes its own way of working suited to its location and the community it serves. We meet and members of three different established CLTs who explained how each was established and works; Thomas Dawance from Brussels CLT Callum Green from
London CLT; and Sarah Ernst from Architype who are designing a project for The RUSS CLT.
As a group Studio 4 produced these three posters to compare how each of them.
Each CLT needs to be designed with its community to suit its context (local issues) and the community it serves. For the Sheffield CLT we can take ideas from each of the others to form something new. Issues like student housing and their disconnection to the rest of the community could be addressed and the lower value of the housing market needs to be
considered.
Callum made a key point which stuck with me: he said to start with building membership (people power), then secure land (identify it early then use the people power to get it), then secure funding to build (in the back of the land and people power), then worry about the details of the organisation structure later.
There was also lots to learn from Architype’s co-design processes. They used diagrams of different options for things like how the development should be massed and how much private/public outdoor space etc. to discuss with the future residents to inform their design process. Each workshop would cover a few different elements but Sarah admitted that
the 2 weeks they allowed between them was not enough to present the results and plan the next one.

COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS
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The Holt CLT event.
Results from survey by Ryan Millar & Ellie Stinson

The Sheffield CLT hosted a public event with talks by members of four
existing Community Land Trusts. As part of the event, Studio 4 exhibited
our work to date and produced various participatory activities to ask the
audience what they would like to see in a Sheffield CLT.
We hung our blog posts to from the ceiling in lengths of paper to show what we had been working on
which visually worked very well but I not sure whether there were enough time and space for people
to read the information.
Our main display was three posters of the existing community land trusts we had met representatives
from, that compared directly how they operated. We used these to ask which of each aspect of the
organisation’s people would prefer to see in a Sheffield CLT. We will compile the results and upload
them soon.
As well as this we asked a number of other questions through a series of other activities. My focus
was on taking the model we’d used for mapping on our city centre Milton Street site and asking what
people would like to see on the site.
I made a backing sheet with photos of local nearby landmarks which were linked to their locations
on the map with string. The rest of the studio members then helped to produce a series of images
examples of types of people, types of housing and types of community facilities.
We asked people what they knew about the site, helping them identify it and then got them to select the
images of the things they felt should be there and write some comments on the surrounding sheets.
The responses receive are show in the word cloud here. Not everyone we spoke to was from the area
and the audience was already very pro CLT so will be interesting to ask the same questions to other
local community groups to see how they compare.
A model with correct building heights and a better way to display the landmarks so that it is easier to
locate would work better. Clearer questions down on the page and make the option images clearer
and more specific. They could become model pieces.
The model itself, out of context from a site-specific audience, was only really useful to narrow down
people to think about the overall city centre and to start the conversation.
We could include removable pieces that showed buildings that have received planning application
and make alternative pieces based on the responses above that would fit on the empty plots and be a
simpler way for people to interact with the site.
In reflection, we worked very well as a group to design and make the posters but we didn’t spend
the time to organise ourselves properly for the event itself. In future, we should decide on what each
person is responsible for during the event, pre and take down so that more time can be focused then
on talking to participants and collecting data. We also should have produced a quick drawing of the
exhibit so that everyone was aware of where to set up so that we had more space to work with.
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Sites. Events.

I set up a scenario to explore how a CLT could develop at the Milton Street
site. By picking some areas of interest on the site, some predicted event
and creating some actors (users in the community) these can be used to
plan a development that responds to each of the issues raised.
I started with the three potential future events shown in red based on current political issues/
predictions. Highlighting how they affect the site with a perspective diagram.
I then defined the areas on the site that the CLT could potentially work with (Blue).

SCENARIO: A MILTON STREET CLT?
18

Actors.

I created the actors based off amalgamations on the people I met on site.
Expanding them to cover key issues and concerns. I then thought about
how the events I’d set out would affect their lives.

19

Possibilities.

I then thought about how the CLT working with the actors could start to
develop around this situation.
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Proposal.

And then how in time these initial interventions could become CLT homes
and work spaces.
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Scenario time-line.

This developed into this scenario time-line to show how the CLTs
interventions on site evolved over time alongside the actors and the
organisations structure itself.
22

Scenario time-line. Revisited.

I reworked the previous drawing to bring back some of the qualities from
my earlier sketches.
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A network? A game?

The scenario I’d developed created some key points that I wanted to take
forward. Particularly the importance of the CLT to connect into existing
organisations in the area to create a network of skills.
This network could be mapped and made available in a community space
or online to benefit the CLT members and wider community.
However, I realised that taking the scenario I’d developed forward into a full design proposal
went against the earlier experiential work I’d done and the nature of how CLTs should be
community led. With a few changes to the scenario set up the results could be very different
but this would still be a top down approach.
Instead I decided to develop the scenario process further drawing on my earlier participatory
experimentation on site and at the Holt event into a game.

A CITY OF SHARING?

“The expert might be many people - the architect, the local council,
or even the child aged five who has lived in a place all their life - it’s an
expertise about that place. It’s not to say that a five-year-old should design
the building, but about somehow allowing that particular point of view to
inform you.” (Hyde & Dodd, 2013)
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Existing organisations map.

I started to map community organisations that could tie in with a Sheffield
CLT.
Potential, connections that could share resources and spaces to help each
other. The map itself can be used by the organisation and its members.
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Ashiana Sheffield - BAME Violence & abuse support

Assist Sheffield - Asylum Support

Sheffield Hallam University

Voluntary Action Sheffield
Community Youth teams
Community Care - Elderly support

The University of Sheffield

Devonshire green park & skatepark

Corporation night club
The Washinton Pub
Springfield Primary School

S.Y. Community Rehab Company

Union Street Co-working Space

Foodhall

Broomhall Centre

Holberry Playground
Fitzwilliam Centre NHS Substance misuse service

The Salvation Army Hostel

Sunnybank Nature reserve

Somali Community &Culrural School

Regather Co-operative

City of Sharing as a board
game?

I expanded the initial scenario method into a board game which will be
played by interested parties to develop solutions for the site and Sheffield
CLT through participation.
The initial proposal was for each player will take on the role of an Actor with a back story.
There will be some key predicted events to deal with and it will be based around drawings
of the site at different points in the future.
I wanted to produce a set of activity/project/build cards which will detail interventions that
could happen on the site to work towards the CLT based around sharing. The cards would
be based on my previous field notes and mapping studies on the site along with precedents
from other projects. These can be selected by the players to build the CLT and sharing
programme.
It would be supported by an introduction sheet which will set out the goals of the CLT,
potential structure and funding options (some of this could be incorporated into the game).
As a supporting resource for the players and the CLT as a whole, I will also develop a map
of the existing skills, resources and spaces available to share in the Sheffield city centre. A
questionnaire will be created for organisations/individuals to add their own details to it. This
could evolve into an interactive and growing web-page.
My plan was to run the game two or three times refining it each time. The first will be with
my peers who live in Sheffield with the potential to engage with the SCLT members or wider
public for future games.
From the three possible paths developed in the games, I wanted to choose one or select
bits from each to create a drawing that shows a master plan development path of the SCLT
on and around the Milton Street site. Elements of this can be picked out to be shown in
more detail.
The game itself will be structured in a way so that the site drawing/map could be exchanged
for another location in the future so that it could become a resource for anyone wanting to
set up a CLT or build up a sharing community in their area.

GAME DEVELOPMENT
26

Playing cards.

The game developed around the idea of using a set of ‘intervention cards’
coving a range of things that the CLT could do to develop on the site.
There would be blank cards so that players could add their own ideas into the game. The
cards would be based on real interventions that could happen outlining the resources
required (finance, space, knowledge etc.) for them to happen and the effects that they have
on the organisation. These would be dealt out to the players and they would choose which
ones to propose to carry out and vote one which ones to play each turn (year).
To propose the intervention the players will need to match them with the required resources.
These will be found on the board (site), from surrounding organisations (shown on the sides
of the board), from previous intervention and the CLT itself or from funding cards.
The Funding cards will outline real world funding sources available to the CLT based off my
earlier CLT research.
Additional spanner or wild-cards could be used to create unexpected events that the players
would have to deal with.
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Board game reasearch trip.
To research the game mechanism further I contacted The Treehouse, a
board games cafe and bar near our site in Sheffield for some advice on
what to try and to book in to test some games out.
I outlined my game and asked if they had anything like it particularly cooperative games,
maybe with a role-playing element and anything around urban development.
They came back quickly with some great suggestions:
“For starters Sub Terra is co-operative and is good at bringing out characters and
narrative, Between Two Cities features urban development and co-operation (although it
is a competitive game with a winner), and Tokyo Highway is just super-cool and involves
building and I can’t imagine architects not having some fun with it “
I then realised that negotiation was really important for the game so asked if they had
games which would cover that:
“I would strongly recommend Sheriff of Nottingham as a great negotiation game. Some other
good options are Bonanza at the simpler end of the spectrum, or if you’re happy to try
something more complicated, Cosmic Encounter. “
With, these suggestions I gathered some interested friends and got a table on Friday night.
Sub Terra was top of our list but proved to be very popular and in use all night! So we started
with Between Two Cities .
We were all put off initially by the complicated scoring system and coded information cards.
However, once we had got over the initial steep learning curve it proved very fun and quite
relevant.
Each player had collaborate to ‘build’ a city each of the players to the sides of them. Playing
a new piece in each city to make them the best (you get scored on the lowest scoring city
you help build). This meant you had to negotiate with two other players. You then passed
the remaining pieces to the next player effectively shuffling the deck each turn.
Although the scoring of the city you build is based on very arbitrary, stereotypical factors
the mechanism was interesting. I will take on limiting the negotiation to just your adjacent
players so that it limits potential overlapping conversions. This will be similar to the exercise
in the social practice group where pairs have a focused discussion then proposed to the
wider group. Passing the cards you have to the next player (perhaps selecting one or two to
keep) will be useful to show people a variety of options and information.
The importance of simple instructions is also clear. Once we had got our head round them
the game was actually pretty easy.
We took a look at Cosmic Encounter but didn’t want to get into its complexity so moved on
to Tokyo Highway .
Again a surprisingly steep learning curve with a lot of time figuring out the rule. Really
highlights the need for the a ‘Facilitator’ non player role to guide the players especially if
they are not into traditional board games. Tokyo Highway was fun, creative and quite simple
when you know the rules.
Building competitively around each other lead to a lot of structural collapses.
We only played one round before wanting to move on.
The last game we played was Sheriff of Nottingham. This game was all about competitive
negotiation (lying). Again a learning curve with a lot of instructions but pretty straight forward
when we had figured it out.
Each player picked a character card to play but they don’t actually make a difference to the
game play. I want to ensure the players have to consider the ‘Actors’ they represent in the
game by having to included them in each proposal and have the interventions affect them.
Otherwise this game was not that relevant to mine.
At the end everyone would have choose Between Two Cities to play again. Overall a
useful experience with some ideas which I will incorporate into the City of Sharing game
mechanism.
Although it will be a functional tool it is important that its fun so that it keeps players interest.
The Treehouse was great and the staff really friendly. Potential location for testing the game
and getting some in depth feedback
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Refining the game-play.

Following my board game research trip I’ve refined my City of Sharing
game mechanism and have been putting together the components ready
for the first trail run with a group of friends
I decided on ‘Facilitator’ for the name of the Architect/student/urban
designer/games master as it reflects the role of an Expert who helps others
direct the process rather than directing them.
As I worked through the rules the flexibility of how the interventions are ‘played’ onto the
site/board will be key. I realised that the Facilitator or a player could just sketch them into the
board each turn. This allows for players design input and records the progress of the game
as its played producing a drawing at the end.
I then started creating the templates for the first set of intervention cards and found a few
issues along the way.
Previously I’d included activities like registering the organisation and employing staff as
interventions. However, these are things that need to happen in order for the game/CLT to
progress.
Instead, I will incorporate these events into a Narrative that the Facilitator will tell at the
beginning of each turn/period. There will be options put to the players to vote on the
structure of the organisation. This will allow the background information to be told to the
players without them having to read it all.
I will create a flow diagram of events for the Facilitator to read though. They may depend on
the year or a certain point the CLT gets to.
This element of the game will be similar to a role playing game (Dungeons and Dragons).
I also questioned how the CLT Housing/workspace inventions would work. Instead they
could be standard separate pieces that you can create play whenever you can and go to
final score. But this would be a mistake.
It would remove the negotiation element and the potential discussion about what type of
housing should be created. These large interventions will naturally (hopefully) become the
final targets for the players. I will consider whether the time-line should be shortened with
the aim of the first few housing developments for the game.
Thinking more about the how the interventions would be represented on the board/site and
their use recorded though the game I realised that they could be drawn onto the site directly
as the game is played by the Facilitator.
This will allow maximum flexibility of design input and allow the board to become a finished
drawing showing the results of each game. The board template with the site perspective
and background information can be reprinted for each game. This would allow different
sites to be easily created and used.
Information about the plots and surrounding organisations will be typed on but could be
added to though the game. This will encourage creating a resource network like the Scale
Free school by 00 architecture.
I will test out the mechanics tomorrow with a group of friends adding information and
creating the narrative story as we go.
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The first test.

For the first game test I invited a few friends for a play through.
At this stage the board/site info was limited to a few plots. The interventions
were just titles with requirements and effects to be added as we played.
One of my friends sketched generally relevant images for them. I made a
small set of funding cards with approximate values on them. The actors are
from my previous scenario.
I sketched out the score chart and developed the narrative as we progressed. The rules
themselves were pretty resolved and the main element to be tested at this stage with the
direction for the other elements.
I set up an overhead video recorder (a mistake, I will use the time-lapse function next time)
and use my phones audio recorder.
I introduced the site with one of my field note videos.
We didn’t so much play the game as resolved the mechanism. Fortunately, my friends
enjoyed this process anyway.
Key insights:
Completing information on board and cards required to prevent having to explain everything.
Key issues with players Role Playing the actors. The homeless addict didn’t want to engage
with anything. To allow the game to function the players will need to be introduced as
community land trust (board?) Members wanting to set one up. They are then advocating
for the Actors they pick with the intent for the CLT to help their Actor.
Intervention card clear images and descriptions required to avoid confusion.
To many options that you couldn’t play at the start so had to split the intervention cards into
tiers. These will need to be released when certain things have been achieved tied into the
narrative.
Initially the players (small group) just wanted to team up for everything because why not?
They agreed scores for individual actors would work and would give an incentive to debate
the best option forward.
More finance cards particularly for starter options. Finance cards confusion with because
with the players role playing not giving them. Available to everyone? Not as cards?
Narrative will key to explain how a CLT can develop, give the players targets and provide
a flow for the game. It can be structured as a branching flow chart with key events and
distinctions activated when at certain times or when targets are achieved. It will be linked
into the scoring mechanism. It can also include pitfalls and setbacks that could occur in
reality. This element could work in a similar way to ‘Roots and Bootstraps’ game made by
Jackie Collins and Pat Garrett in 1982. A version of snakes and ladders that outlined the
difficulties for working class women who tried to become Middle class feminists and acted
to transfer knowledge and experience.
Video of site worked well. I’d like to expand it in later versions to tell the key points for the
whole narrative reducing talking load on the Facilitator. This prevents having to remember
everything and more time to adjust set up and record the progress of the game. Maybe a
slide show would be the easiest way to control it.
Players liked making their own cards and felt it will be easier and quicker when there are
more completed examples.
I need to enlarge the scale of the site perspective and reduce the site area to give more
detail and limit the extents. Information about the site is key. Particularly the organisations
which you can tie in with and get PP multipliers. These tie ins are integral to making an
network of existing organisations ensuring that the CLT doesn’t sit in isolation. The benefit
of their support should be reflected in the scoring system.
Colour coding descriptions would allow a quicker understanding of what’s on the site.
The name. I’m unsure whether City of Sharing doesn’t quite say what it is. Community Led
Urban Block the model title is more relevant. I will keep thinking about this.
Generally, feedback was good and the mechanism was clear. But with so much incomplete
was loads of effort and quite stressful from my point of view as the facilitator. Good feedback
to keep testing with new groups as these friends are now familiar with how it works they may
overlook difficult to understand explanations.
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1

2

1. Set out the game board in the middle of the table.
2. Each player picks an Actor (character related to the
site). You are their advocate for the game. Familiarise
yourself with them.

3

3. Deal out the small intervention cards between all the
players (Medium and High interventions will be
accessed later in the game).

4

4. The wildcards go to the Facilitator (keep them hidden).
5. Decide on the number of turns (years) or length of time
your group wants to play for.

5

Each turn every player will have a chance to pitch one or multiple interventions for the
organisation to carry out for that time period (number of years indicted by the turn marker
on the board). All the players will then vote on which proposal to carry out.
1. At the start of each turn the Facilitator will play any predicted events for that year and
reveal a Wild Card, an event that could dramatically change the situation.
2. Negotiation – You can negotiate with the players to your left and right. You can swap any of
the cards in your hands or team up to do a joint proposal.
3. Select one or multiple intervention/s to propose. Each intervention card shows the
resources it requires to be carried out and gives a score indicating how it will affect each of
the Actors.
4. You also have two blank intervention cards. These are optional for you to design your own
interventions. You can make and play them at any point during the game. The Facilitator will
help you and will approve the stats.
5. Match the intervention to the available resources on the board. These are can be from on
or around the Site; or shown separately as grants; from any previously played Interventions;
or from the CLT itself. The Facilitator will help you make sure it’s achievable.
6. Starting left of the Facilitator each player/temporary team will pitch there proposal, last
minute negotiations are allowed!
7. When everyone has proposed their interventions everyone must vote on their favourite
proposal (not their own). If it is a tie the Facilitator gets the deciding vote.
8. The facilitator (or a player) then sketches out a representation of the winning interventions on the site. The facilitator updates the record card.
9. Each intervention benefits or hinders each actor and gives a positive or negative score. The
Facilitator will update these scores.

10

0

Total cash at end of
year

0

INTERVENTIONS
PLAYED

Rose & Mik

5

Balance from all
interventions.

CAPITAL (£)

Raj & Stacy

0

INCOME
(£/YR)

Scarlet

Total CLT members.
From all interventions.

Time CLT Members
(10xPP) + Staff can
commit per year

Ray

YEAR

Led by the existing community you will create a skills network, community facilities with the ultimate goal to create perpetually affordable housing, workspaces community facilities owned and managed by the community.
To do this you will need to decide on interventions to carry out on the site in its future. You will need to create a network of existing resources and organisations to support the interventions the trust can make. Each intervention will have a positive or negative affect on each of the Actors. The aim of the game is for
ALL the actors to have a positive score by the end of game. As a team you will be scored at the amount of people power and sustainability of organisation multiplied by the total actor score. The game ends after a set number of turns
Each game has a ‘Facilitator’ (FC) who will read out the rules, help record the progress, aid with decision making and occasionally send in a wildcard to shake
things up! 3-6 other players will play the game.

TIMEBANK
(TB)

PEOPLE
POWER (PP)

Dina

As a group of interested individuals in you have got together to come together create a Community Land Trust (CLT) in Sheffield.
This game will simulate the decisions you will need to make as members of the CLT’s board to establish the organisation and create its first community led
developments around a city centre site.

City of Sharing : Record Card
Sid

City of Sharing : Rules

Refining the rules.
People Power. Time Bank

Although the game will be run by a Facilitator a clear set of rules to establish
a framework for the game-play/negotiations/conversations is required to
keep the process clear and structured.
I refined the rules used in the first game test to the version on this page with the ideas
developed in the test.
I also refined the Record Card. This allowed me to firmly define the key mechanisms to
represent the growth of the CLT in the game. These need to clearly represent actual factors
needed in the development of the real life CLT so that what is required is clear to the players.

People Power will become the key scoring method.

It will reflect the non-financial success of the CLT. But it needs to reflect actual progress and
not just be an arbitrary figure based on how I think each intervention will perform. To do this
I need to define People Power. It is a combination of effects:
Political influence generated by pressure a large community of people can put on councils;
government bodies and commercial organisations (purchase power). This idea came from
how Calum Green at London CLT described using ‘people power’, 6000 members, to turn
up to a Mayoral election event and put enough political pressure on the candidates so that
they both pledged to gift the CLT land if they were elected to try and secure the members
votes. This idea comes from the London CLTs parent organisation Citizens UK which
“organises communities to act together for power, social justice and the common good. “

Time as a resource is also of major importance to establishing a CLT and is
directly linked to the amount of people power available.

15
Interventions will require time from volunteers and staff to set up. The number of people
interested in the organisation will reflect how many are interested in volunteering time.

20

This could be reflected as the average number of hours per year per member of the CLT.
Set up like the Brussels and London CLT structure where voluntary time goes towards
eligibility for housing this average should increase. It could also be increased by inventions
like a community kitchen so that meals are provided as part of events for volunteers and
their families freeing up time that would be spent cooking. Time will also be available from
employed staff so is not directly related to the people power.
To reflect both factors in the game clearly I will define People Power as the total number
of CLT members or those with interest in membership in the period before the Community
Share scheme is established. The People Power in the game will be used by the players for
interventions and funding cards that require political pressure.
A separate Time Bank score will be introduced. This will be based off the People Power
(based on an assumption average of 8 hrs per member per year) and the number of
employed staff (staff will be employed as narrative points).

10. At the end of each turn pick two intervention cards and one funding card to keep then
pass the remaining cards to the player to your left.

Requiring both factors should give the players a clearer idea of what is required to implement
an intervention in reality. I am considering whether both factors in the game should be
defined by representative levels rather that exact numbers reflecting there imprecise nature
and simplifying the game-play.

You will win or lose as a group!

To ensure all the points balance I put together a spreadsheet with all information for the
cards and plots.

The game ends after a set amount of time or turns of your choice.
1. To beat the game all the actors must achieve their individual goals and must ALL end with a
positive score.
2. At the end of the game the Facilitator will add up your City of Sharing’s people power, funding, and multiply it by the Actor scores to give your teams a total score. That score will be
added to the record sheet.
(To be determined during beta testing)

Co-opoly. Cooperative winning.

Following these refinements I got hold of a game called Co-opoly by an
organisation in America called TESA Collective.
This game is designed to teach players how Co-operatives work. It has given me some key
insights and improvement for the City of Sharing game-play.
Although individuals can have their own goals it is key that they should “survive as individuals
and as a group”(TESA Collective, 2012). This can be made more of a focus by clearly
defining what is needed to win the game as a group. For this I will trail setting the goal of a
intervention card which sets up a on a second site.
The total scores achieved can also be compared to previous run through.
One of the issues with the game in the test was the length of time it took. Introducing a
timer for some phases like in Co-opoly will keep the game moving and introduce a sense
of urgency.

The current version of the rules incorporating these ideas with a breakdown
of each element is overleaf.
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City of Sharing : Rules
As a group of interested individuals in you have come together create a Community Land Trust (CLT) to develop
an urban block for and by the community.
Setting out the core purpose and
principle of the game.
This can be read by the Facilitator
at the start of the game as an
introduction

This cooperative game will simulate the decisions you will need to make as members of the CLT’s board to
establish the organisation and create its first community led development.
Led by the existing community you will create a programme activities, skillshares, and community facilities with the ultimate goal to create perpetually
affordable housing, workspaces community facilities owned and managed by the community.
To do this you will need to decide on interventions to carry out on the site in its future. You will need to create a network of existing resources and
organisations to support the interventions the trust can make.

A change from the first game test
where the players role played the
actors as this caused players to
argue that certain actors wouldn’t
engage at all so the players didn’t.
Instead the players become the
Actors advocates. They have to
think on their behalf but from a
perspective where they are able to
make positive change.

Image of the game components
setup ready to play can be switched
to photo of the current complete
version.

Each player will represent an actor as their advocate. The interventions will have positive or negative effects on each of the Actors. The aim of the game is for
ALL the actors to have a positive score by the end of game.

Each game has a ‘Facilitator’ (FC) who will read out the rules, help record the
progress, aid with decision making and occasionally send in a wildcard to
shake things up! 3-6 other players will play the game.
1.

Set out the game board (the site) in the middle of the table.

2.

Each player is dealt an Actor (character related to the site). You are their advocate for the

1.

Deal out the small intervention cards between all the players

2.

Deal out two blank intervention cards to each player.

game. Familiarise yourself with them and describe them to your fellow players.

(Medium and High interventions will be accessed later in the game).

These are optional for you to design your own interventions. You can make and play them at any point
during the game. The Facilitator will help you and will approve the stats.

3.

The wildcards go to the Facilitator (keep them hidden).

4.

Decide on the number of turns (years) or length of time your group wants to play for.

Each turn every player will have a chance to pitch one or multiple
interventions for the organisation to carry out for that time period (number
of years indicted by the turn marker on the board). All the players will then
vote on which proposal to carry out.
1.
2.

At the start of each turn the Facilitator will play any predicted events for that year and
reveal a Wild Card, an event that could dramatically change the situation.
Planning phase: The players have two minutes to select one or multiple
intervention/s to propose.

Each intervention card shows the resources it requires to be carried out and gives a score indicating how it
will affect each of the Actors. During this phase they can negotiate with the players to their

left and right. You can swap any of the cards in your hands or team up to do a joint
proposal.

Match the intervention to the available resources on the board. These are can be from on or around the
site; or shown separately as grants; from any previously played Interventions; or from the CLT itself. The
Facilitator will help you make sure it’s achievable.

Example actor and intervention
cards.

3.

Pitching Phase: Starting left of the Facilitator each player/temporary team will have
one minute each pitch their proposal to the other players.

4.

Voting Phase: When the players have all proposed their interventions they must vote
on their favourite proposal (not their own). If it is a tie the Facilitator gets the deciding vote.

5.

Implementation Phase: The facilitator (or a player) then sketches out a
representation of the winning interventions on the site.

6.

The facilitator updates the record card to reflect the interventions played.

7.

At the end of each turn pick two intervention cards and one funding card to keep then
pass the remaining cards to the player to your left.

The game is won if the players CLT gets enough funds to set up a
second site in the city AND all the actors have a positive score but
can be lost if the CLT goes bankrupt.
A record of the interventions played and the final score is kept to compare to other play
through and to influence the design of a real life proposal on the site.

You will will or lose as a team!

How they will do this in the game
and in reality.
It is key that the game reflects
the need to build a network of
sharing with existing community
organisations in the area in order or
the CLT to succeed

Having the Facilitator run each
game avoids the learning curve
if players where along. This
is particularly important when
engaging members of the public
who may not necessarily be
interested in board games.
The Actor cards should give the
players the opportunity to think from
a different persons perspective.
Therefore, random distribution is
essential so that they don’t choose
someone like them.
Blank intervention cards are to
encourage players to input their
own ideas which the facilitator
might not think of. However, It may
be better to get players to make
them before the game starts to
prevent delaying its flow. I will test
both ways.

Democratic choice is essential so
that the game play reflects how the
actual CLT will be run.

The unexpected must be allowed
for to ensure the game reflects
reality. Set backs will be part of
setting up a CLT finding methods of
resilience will help prepare for real
world problems.
Although
negotiation
and
discussion is at the core of the
game I will set a time limit on this
for the next trial game to keep the
game moving forward and to reflect
real world pressure.
This is where the facilitators expert
skills come in to help the players
decide on what is viable.

The decision making process
for this may need to be more
structured. The build up of sketched
interventions on the board will
create a draft master plan group
drawing.
This idea came from the Between
Two Cities game I trailed. It will
ensure players get to see and
learn about a range of different
intervention
possibilities
and
prevent them being stuck with ones
they don’t like.
It is essential that the players
collaborate so having a goal that
can only be achieved together
is required. I will test out a CLT
intervention card to set up at
another site which requires a built
project and a number of resources
should give a clear goal while
players also have individual goals
for their actors.
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The Board. The Site.

The focus of the game will be a game board showing the Milton Street site.

I thought about the possibility of this being a model but settled on a perspective to allow for
more details and character to be added to it and allow for it to be easily reproduced.
I initially thought that I would use pieces to represent the inventions that the players could
place onto the board where they wanted them. These couldn’t be actual site specific
proposals because they would restrict the players choice too much. However, I felt that
‘counter’ type piece did not carry enough information across and add an extra layer of
detachment for the players.
So instead I’ve settled on a simple solution. A new board will be printed for each game and
the facilitator will interpret the players chosen proposals on the site with quick sketches.
In this way by the end of the game the players together with the facilitator will produce a
drawing of their vision for their community urban block.
Although the players will generally know the site they will need a lot more background
information to make decisions about what and where interventions should be proposed
and what is already available on site. As I found in the first game test the more information,
clearly presented, available for the players to discover themselves the less the facilitator has
to interpret for them potentially influencing there decisions too much.
The data required can be drawn from my earlier mapping research of the site. Each plot
will be identified with information on its past, present and future use, the owner, cost and
anything that relates to the game play.
On the edge of the board organisations that could link in with the CLT will be mapped with
potential resources they could share.

existing buildings to be drawn to this level of detail so that a clear understanding of what is
there can be seen.
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City of Sharing: Milton Street

Intervention cards.
Monthly walks around the
area led by a different
community member each
time.
Chat
about
experiences of the area and
its history and possible
futures. Followed by tea
and cakes at a café.

Occupying an empty plot, flat
roof or as part of a new
development
a
community
garden can be established for
urban food, herb, and dye
production. With an annual
programme of skillshares and
events for all ages knowledge of
plant production can be spread to
the wider community.

Brings people together,
helps identify potential site
and allows for discussion
about the community land
trust.
Time
require
to
co-ordinate and advertise
the event.

Requirements:

Effects:

PP:
TB:

PP:

5
20

+60/Yr

Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

0
0
0
+1
+1
0

The beds will be dug into bare
ground
or
raised
beds
constructed
from
recycled
materials. A secure shed will be
built with water and power
connections and a sheltered
area. It can be tied in with other
interventions like a play area or
community kitchen and the
space can be used for other
events as well.

Ecobox by aaa

Requirements:

Effects:

Space:
PP:
TB:
Cost:

PP:

Medium, outdoor
50
400
£2,000

The cards have been split into three tiers: small; medium; and large
interventions.
A fourth intervention card type was also introduced in gold for key CLT
developments that will unlock later cards.

Builds a sense of ownership over
the area.

+100/Yr
Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

SMALL INTERVENTION

At the first game test it became clear that the interventions needed to
split into different levels so that at the start of the game/CLT development
only the smaller possible interventions could be chosen with most costly
interventions dealt out later.

+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
0

Self-sufficient.

MEDIUM INTERVENTION

These will be dealt out between the players. The text on the earlier versions (top) is too
dense. Key points need to be enlarged so that they can be read and understood quickly.
The style of the imagery needs to be more coherent.

Co-opoly(TESA Collective, 2012) simplifies the colour coding process by
using colour card and simple black and white design for their cards (above)
Following the precedents of the French architects Lacaton &
Vassal apartments can be constructed with basic finishes and
light weight low cost winter gardens. These will double the
typical floor area for the residents with flexible
un-programmed space which they can use how they want.
With double layers of sliding doors and thermal curtains to
the outside balconies these south facing winter gardens will
regulate the internal temperature of the dwellings
throughout the year with the user training.

Registration as a business will open more doors and allow the
CLT to grow. A Community Benefit Society is a business whose
purpose must be entirely for the benefit of the community and
is the most common organisation type used for CLTs in the UK.
Membership to the society will be through a community share
scheme at a minimum cost of £1. Each member gets one vote
and is eligible to run for on the board. Members can put in
more shares and typically attract people who want to donate
more leading on average £400 of shares brought per member.
As a conservative estimate the game assumes £25 per PP.

The design is ideal for adaption and expansion of existing
buildings reducing the cost even further. The apartments
maximise the use of the plot for living space and allow the
residents to connect directly to the surrounding public spaces
while retaining privacy within their homes.

Any profit must be used for the community and does not go
back to the shareholders. All assets must be used to the benefit
of the community.
To ensure this happens a board will be established made up of
1/3 residents (members initially), 1/3 members, and 1/3
stakeholder members (members with expert skills). The board
meets monthly to make decisions and the CLT staff report to
them. The board memberships last for three years and are
staggered to ensure continuity (unless the board is dismissed
at an AGM)

On a large plot 15, one to four bed apartments can be built
costing an average of £75,000 each to build. This can be
reduced to £50,000 each if using an existing building. The
apartments are then sold at an affordable rate averaging
£100,000 (CTL retains ownership of the land and provides
building maintainance)

Requirements:

Effects:

Space:
PP:
TB:
Cost:

PP:

Large
100
1000
£750,000
with existing building or

£1,000,000
new build

Requirements:
+200/Yr

Income: £1,500,000
after two years

Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
0

By switching the design of the cards to black and white allowing for them to be printed onto
colour the design becomes more coherent.

PP:

5

Effects:
PP:
+100/Yr

TB:

30

Income: £25 x PP/Yr

Cost:

£1000

LARGE INTERVENTION

UNLOCKS
MEDIUM
INTERVENTIONS

Once a year an Annual General Meeting (AMG) will be held
where new board members are elected and key decisions are
put to all the members.
Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
0

SMALL INTERVENTION

Back

Front

Co-opoly cards printed on coloured card

Key information about what
the intervention is

feature image of intervention - clear sketch or photo
to describe it

Background text describing
how the intervention works,
and costs, in a real situation
including precedents. Just

Intervention title

Additional images; precedents;
sketches etc.

Resources that the players
must have to play the
intervention based on real
figures.

Example of how the Apartments with winter gardens intervention could be sketched onto
the site during the game.

Effects that playing
the intervention will
have on the players
CLT based on real
figures.

How the intervention affects the
individual actors

Intervention type - also
reflected by the colour of
the card
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2 to 4 bed with double the typical floor area for the
residents with flexible un-programmed space which
they can use how they want.

Walking tour to explore
the neighbourhood and
chat about experiences of
the area and its history and
possible futures.

Following the precedents of the French architects Lacaton & Vassal
apartments can be constructed with basic finishes and light weight low
cost winter gardens. With double layers of sliding doors and thermal
curtains to the outside balconies these south facing winter gardens will
regulate the internal temperature of the dwellings throughout the year
with the user training.

Led by a different community
member each time to give
different perspectives.
Followed by tea and cakes at a café.

The design is ideal for adaption and expansion of existing buildings
reducing the cost even further.

Brings people together, helps
identify potential site and allows
for
discussion
about
the
community land trust.

The apartments maximise the use of the plot for living space and allow
the residents to connect directly to the surrounding public spaces
while retaining privacy within their homes.

Time require to co-ordinate and
advertise the event.

REQUIREMENTS:

EFFECTS:

PP: 5
TB: 20

PP:+60/Yr

Dina
Sid
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

0
0
0
+1
+1
0

On a large plot 15, one to four bed apartments can be built costing an
average of £75,000 each to build. This can be reduced to £50,000 each if
using an existing building. The apartments are then sold at an
affordable rate averaging £100,000 (CTL retains ownership of the land
and provides building maintainance)

REQUIREMENTS:

EFFECTS:

Space: Large
PP: 100
TB: 1000
Cost: £750,000

PP:+200/Yr
Income: £1,500,000
after two years

with existing building or

SMALL INTERVENTION

£1,000,000
new build

Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
0

LARGE INTERVENTION

10 x four story terrace houses with small independent
shop/work spaces on ground floor and upper floors a
mix of one to four bed apartments.

Community members
plant flowers, shrubs and
trees on unattended parts
of the site living it up and
giving people a sense of
ownership over their area.

Built with a compact design for maximum space and energy efficiency.
Wide pavements to encourage public encounters and pedestrian
priority and creating space to play.
Front doors directly onto a public pedestrian street or wide pavement
at the rear.
Roof Gardens for private outdoor space and to maximise internal living
space.

Co-ordinated by the CLT, members
grow and donate plants, seed and
saplings from home and
allotments. Teaching each other
about gardening.

Designed to Passive House standards to ensure that there are minimal
running costs.
The work spaces can either be owned or run by the householder or
rented to small businesses at fixed genuinely affordable rates.
Businesses will apply for eligibility to the CLT and voted on by
residents.
Unit built for £125,000 and with homes sold to make £25,000 profit for
the CLT (some dwellings can be subsidised by others dependant on a
needs basis defined by the CLT). Land cost will need to be reduced or
subsidised from other funding.
Retail units rented at low rates of £500 per month giving an income
back to the CLT

REQUIREMENTS:

PP: 5
TB: 30

EFFECTS:

PP:+50/Yr

Dina
Sid
Raj & Stacy
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+1
+1
0
+1
+1
+1

REQUIREMENTS:

EFFECTS:

Space: Large
PP: 100
TB: 2500
Cost: £1,250,000

PP:+400/Yr
TB: -100/Yr

SMALL INTERVENTION

Income: £1,500,000
+£12,000/yr
after two years

Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
0

Registration as a business will open more doors and
allow the CLT to grow. A Community Benefit Society is a
business whose purpose must be entirely for the benefit
of the community and is the most common organisation
type used for CLTs in the UK.

Occupying an empty plot, flat
roof or as part of a new
development a community
garden can be established for
urban food, herb, and dye
production.

Membership to the society will be through a community share scheme
at a minimum cost of £1. Each member gets one vote and is eligible to run
for on the board. Members can put in more shares and typically attract
people who want to donate more leading on average £400 of shares
brought per member. As a conservative estimate the game assumes £25
per PP.

With an annual programme of
skillshares and events for all ages
knowledge of plant production can be
spread to the wider community.

Any profit must be used for the community and does not go back to the
shareholders. All assets must be used to the benefit of the community.
To ensure this happens a board will be established made up of 1/3
residents (members initially), 1/3 members, and 1/3 stakeholder
members (members with expert skills). The board meets monthly to
make decisions and the CLT staff report to them. The board
memberships last for three years and are staggered to ensure continuity
(unless the board is dismissed at an AGM)

EFFECTS:

PP: 5
TB: 30
Cost: £1000

PP: +100/Yr
Income: £25 x PP/Yr
UNLOCKS
MEDIUM
INTERVENTIONS

The beds will be dug into bare ground
or raised beds constructed from
recycled materials. A secure shed will
be built with water and power
connections and a sheltered area. It
can be tied in with other interventions
like a play area or community kitchen
and the space can be used for other
events as well.

Ecobox by aaa

Once a year an Annual General Meeting (AMG) will be held where new
board members are elected and key decisions are put to all the
members.

REQUIREMENTS:

LARGE INTERVENTION

Builds a sense of ownership over the
area.
Self-sufficient.

Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
0

SMALL INTERVENTION

REQUIREMENTS:

EFFECTS:

Space: Medium, outdoor
PP: 50
TB: 400
Cost: £2,000

PP: +100/Yr

10 secure and private rooms with supervised shared
kitchen and wash areas for homeless people.

Dina
Freddy
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
0

MEDIUM INTERVENTION

The CLT hires a multidisciplinary team of staff to deal
with the day to day administration, project
management, marketing etc. They report directly to the
CLT board who sets the agenda.

There are quite a lot of existing night shelters for rough sleeper, but they
are often avoided due to conflicts with others and restrictions. The more
options available to people the better. Tied in with the CLT these people
can start to get involved with other activities and skillshares and feel
part of the wider community.

Having a team will bring in the expert skills and time required for larger
interventions to be organised.
The team will can expand with the CLT starting with a single part time
employee a few hours week up to a 6-10 full time staff.

Safety and security is priority. People on the streets must live with the
constant anxiety of fear and conflict. Having a secure space of their own
that they can rely on could elevate some of that.

The size of the team will be based on the people power of the
organisation with employees paid above the living wage. They will need
a small office space to work from and equipment to f

To provide stability this intervention will provide a secure lockable room
that only the resident has access to for as long as they need it. They will
pay a low rent which can be offset with voluntary work and training for
the CLT or for connected organisations. The rent will cover the
maintenance of the building.
Shared kitchen and washing facilities will be provided in a supervised
environment.
The rooms could be converted from existing office spaces or just reuse
student flats and the facilities already there.
Alternatively, prefabricated units could be installed in a larger space
(factory/hall/open plan office) and services added.

REQUIREMENTS:

EFFECTS:

Space: Medium hall/rooms
PP: 100
TB: 1000
Cost: £100, 000

PP:+100/Yr
Annual cost: - £75,000/yr

Dina
Sid
Raj & Shannon
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

0
0
0
0
0
+4

MEDIUM INTERVENTION

REQUIREMENTS:

EFFECTS:

Space: Small office
PP: 50
TB: 50
Cost: £2,000

PP: +250
TB: 5 x PP/yr
Annual cost: - £75 x PP/Yr
UNLOCKS LARGE
INTERVENTIONS

Dina
Sid
Raj & Stacy
Rose & Mik
Scarlet
Ray

0
0
0
0
0
0

MEDIUM INTERVENTION
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Actor cards.
Ray is in his mid-30’s.
He has been sleeping
rough on and off for 5
years. He had a
troubled up bringing
in care and didn’t do
well with academic
work at school.

Sid is 14. They live on the estate
with their four siblings. Their
parents
don’t
pay
much
attention to them and don’t
accept their gender identity so
they avoid spending much time
at home.
Sid is smart and creative but doesn’t fit in
at school and hasn’t got anywhere to work
at home.
Sid spends most of their time out on the
streets getting into trouble with their
friends. Tagging walls, breaking into old
buildings, smoking and drinking. Sid
carries a knife because their friends do.
Sid thinks they will fail school so avoids
thinking about the future.

Ray had occasional work in his
20’s in a variety of labouring
and factory jobs but his
increasing reliance on drugs
and alcohol meant that he
couldn’t sustain them. He has
been in trouble with the law for
thief and anti-social behaviour
through-out his life and has
spent time in prison.
Ray is now on methadone to try
and help with his opioid
addiction. He has to collect his
prescription
for
at
the
Fiztwilliam
Centre
every
morning. He generally avoids
the
shelters
to
avoid
confrontations
with
other
users.
Ray
feels
completely
disconnected from the other
people who use the area. He
never feels safe and his day to
day life is just about survival.

In her early 20's Dina is a
second-year student at the
University of Sheffield. She
lives on the site in one of the
few remaining terraced
houses
which
are
all
occupied by students. She
feels disconnected from the
wider community and the
students who live in the
apartment blocks.

Is an occupational
therapist in her late
30's and is a single
mother to a 10-year-old
girl called Olive. She
visits her patients in
their homes around
the site but lives on the
edge of Sheffield and
drives into town for
work.

At night she feels very venerable as
no one is around walking through
the site at night. She would like there
to be more facilities on the site which
engage her and other communities
so that she can feel connected.
Particularly ones and that will open
late so that more people are around
at night so she feels safer in the area.

Her daughter is at school but
Scarlet has to rely on friends
to pick her up before she gets
back from work.

Dina would like to remain in
Sheffield after she graduates to live
and work and eventually start a
family of her own. She would like to
stay in the centre if it was affordable
and had more of a community.

She rents but has to move
every few years as rents go up
and landlords change. She
would like her own place or a
long-term rental contract so
that her daughter can be
secure for the rest of her
childhood.
Scarlet has found that there is
a lack of active groups in the
area that she could take her
patients to so that they get out
of the house and form local
relationships and learn skills
that can help them improve
their situations.

Raj and Stacy are in
their early 20’s. They
live in a two bed flat
with their three young
children and are on the
waiting list for a larger
council house.
They were going out at school
when Stacy became pregnant.
Raj’s parents disapproved of
their relationship and Stacy’s
mother had other children to
look after so dropped out of
education and moved into
social housing together.

The actors have been developed gradually from those first used in my
scenario which drew from the people interviewed on site. I have changed
them to reflect a diverse group of people range of current political issues to
instigate discussion during the game.
I settled on a one sided design on a larger as the players will be referring to them throughout
the game. Printed on white card to represent the blanks that the players must fill in.
The players will be advocates for the Actors in the game. The will be given the actor at
random so that they can’t just choose one like them. The idea is that by representing
someone else the players will have to empathise with a position they might not be used to
and make proposals that will benefit others as well as themselves.
In the game each intervention will affect each actor represented by a score. This gives the
players individual motivation for their Actor to succeed within the CLT organisation.
The actors characters may evolve further through more game testing to cover more relevant
issues and extras could be added to give different combinations in future games.

Raj started an apprenticeship
in mechanics but it didn’t pay
enough so he got a packing job
in a factory which he hates. He
likes playing football with his
friends when he has time.
Stacy wants to be a nurse but
doesn’t have time to do the
training. They rely on benefits
to survive. . They would like a
larger space that they can
make their own and give the
best start for there children.

Rose and Mik have lived on the estate since they got
married 25 years ago. They are both now in their early 70's
and their adult children have moved to London for work
and opportunities.
Mik is from Sheffield and worked in the Cutlery works until he was made
redundant in his late 50's but was never able to find work again as his skills
are no longer of use. Rose moved to the UK in the early 60's from Jamaica as
a British citizen. She still works at the Travel Lodge as a cleaner part-time to
supplement their pensions.
Mik occupies his time growing vegetables in his garden and meeting his old
work friends at the pub. They both enjoy cooking.
They bought their four bed council house when it was an option but now
don't need as much space.They feel there is no sense of community in the
area anymore.
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Funding cards. Wild-cards.

The design of the funding cards and wild cards will be kept simple with
clear descriptions that are informative on their real world requirements and
implications.

Art Council
Small Project
Grant

Art Council
Large Project
Grant

£1000 to £15,000

£15,000 to
£100,000

Art Council
Small Project Grant

Art Council
Large Project Grant

Arts council provides grants
based on a projects quality of
artistic benefit, good management plan, clear finance structure and public engagement.

Arts council provides grants
based on a projects quality of
artistic benefit, good management plan, clear finance structure and public engagement.

requires:

requires:

Collaboration with artist or clear
artist benefit.

Collaboration with artist or clear
artist benefit.

gives:

gives:

£1000 - £15,000

£15,000 - £100,000

Drop in
International
students

Smaller than the other cards each type will be on a different colour card to distinguish them.
Whether the funding cards are dealt out to the players, available to all or drawn through the
game will need to be decided on through further game testing.
I may also try different ways of playing the wild-cards.
These cards and all the others can be added to throughout development of the game.

requires:

requires:

requires:

gives:

gives:

gives:

FIRE!

requires:

requires:

requires:

requires:

requires:

gives:

gives:

gives:

gives:

gives:

Drop in international
students

FIRE!

causes:
requires:

causes:
requires:

causes:
requires:

gives:

gives:

gives:

A change of policy has stopped
the predicted increase in
students coming to the city.
Private developers want to get
out fast.

causes:
requires:

All planned or under-construction
student housing is put on hold and is
available at half its value

gives:

The last physical intervention
played catches fire and burns to
the ground no one is hurt but a
problem with insurance means
it is a complete loss.

causes:
requires:

The last intervention played is
destroyed along with all the benefits
it gave. The plot becomes available
again
gives:
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Game 1

with CLT Board

Game 2

with local public
at open event

Concept master plan
and development brief

made by the facilitator using the
key desires and ideas generated
from all the games

Game 3

with potential
future residents

Intervention cards played

Development proposals
sketched during each game

Fundamentally the game will be used as a design tool. A series of games
played with different groups of interested parties can be used to generate
a base of desires and ideas.
The resultant sketch proposals generated in each game should be understood as not a
final solution but the basis for a design to be made. The facilitator use their expert skills to
interpret the results of a series of games into a viable real world brief and concept master
plan for the development of a CLT on the site.
This can then be used to engage the wider public, help secure funding and become the
basis from developed designs of elements of the CLT.

IMPLEMENTATION

The mutual knowledge sharing from the game to those playing it who are involved in setting
up a CLT can be used to define a path for the CLTs creation and structure.
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City of Sharing: Milton Street has become only one element of the game.
Its intention and possibility is much wider. The site specific elements
can be switched out for a new site and the game used as a tool for CLT
development elsewhere. Some further changes to the rules could even
allow it to be used for other type of community led project proposals.

Page in the game guidebook

City of Sharing : redeploy

To accommodate this I have designed instructions to be included with the game on how
the create the site specific elements. This allows it to be distributed open source to other
potential facilitators around the world.

City of Sharing has been designed in a
way that allows it to be ‘redeployed’ by
other facilities (Architects, urban
designers, planners, artists etc) with
expertise on the subject for different
locations. It can then be used as a tool to
help develop Community Land Trust or
other community led developments
around the world.
The core rules and components are open source and
free to use if the source is credited. These instructions
will outline how to assemble the remaining
components and information to play the game for a
new site.

A wider network could be established through a website like Precious Plastic (“Precious
Plastic Community,” 2019) have done with their open source plastics recycling workshop.
New interventions, insights and possibilities could be shared creating a wider network of
mutual knowledge.

1.

1. Print out the rules and score cards.
2. Print out the cards on different coloured card and cut
up. You can also use the template to create your own
cards.

2.

3. Decide on the limits of your site. Three or four streets
works well as a single urban block but you could try
larger or smaller areas. WORKSHOP IT. This could be
carried out at a community workshop to identify the
key areas of interest.
4. Create a base model. This could be a perspective
drawing or a physical model but
pick a scale that
allows for enough detail to carry across the feeling of
the sites features.
5. Mapping. Should be carried out in a number of ways
including but not limited to: site surveys, desktop
research and community workshops to gather this
information required for the board:
a.

Plots. Collect key information on the
individual buildings and plots
on the site including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

b.

4.

Name
Owner
Current use
Historic use
Planned use
Value

Surrounding organisations. Information
on organisations in and around the site
and in the wider city that a community
land trust could link in with:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

City of sharing:
Denman Street?

Name
Type
What they do
Resources or spaces they can offer
included what it might cost.

Google satellite image used ot identify an potential block in Nottingham to become the next version of
the game.

6. Compile the mapped information onto the site model
or diagram to create the board. The resultant map can
be use by the CLT itself as well.
7. Carry out a series of test games. The interventions
may need to be adjusted and added to for a CLT to be
possible in a particular location. Use it to challenge want
can and can’t work.
8. Play the game with a variety of interested parties
compile the results and use them to create real world
proposals and plans of action.
Don’t forget to upload your sites, new intervention
cards and results on our network for others to use!

5. Community mapping workshop. Set out plans or models of
the site for past, present and future information to be mapped
onto or use different colour notes for each information type.
Engage the local community/CLT members in a workshop to
gather the infomation required sharing knowleadge
of
information gathering techinques and personal experainces.
Allow people to get a better understanding of whats happening
to their neighbourhood.

REDEPLOYMENT
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I plan to continue to develop the game and have set out here a flow chart
of where I’d like to take it. Initially this will be with further tests of the Milton
Street version with my peers and members of the Sheffield CLT.
I will also gradually develop a Nottingham version of the game with Primary,
the artist studios I’m involved with and their Making Place community
programme on going project. This has the potential to develop interest in
a Nottingham CLT.
I may be able to develop the game further within the M.Arch course as the
basis of another project where I could test how it could be translated into a
full design proposal.

FUTURE TIME-LINE

To grow the game further so that it can be distributed to other facilitators
funding could be applied for from the CLT Network, University, Arts Council
or Kick starter and form an element of my own practice.
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